Abstract. For Möbius and Minkowski planes of characteristic different from 2 a residual skewaffine plane associated with any point p is constructed. Following the construction given by Andre (cf.
Introduction
There is a well known construction of a derived affine plane associated with a fixed point p of any Benz plane. The lines are induced by circles through p and generators (not through p) in the case of Minkowski and Laguerre planes. Therefore Benz geometries are partially characterized by properties of affine planes. However, in this construction we loose the set of circles not passing through p. This set (possibly extended by generators not through p) to the points joinable 1 to p defines the so called residual plane at p. It is a natural idea to characterize it by some linear structure. A convenient tool is the notion of a skewaffine plane introduced by J. Andre (cf. [1] ). It is a noncommutative linear structure. In [16] H. Wilbrink presented some conditions for Minkowski planes to define a so called residual nearaffine plane which is a special case of skewaffine plane with two families of straight lines (associated with generators). In [13] the present author gave a construction of a residual skewaffine plane in a Laguerre plane. This result used the general construction of the so called group space given by J. Andre in [1] .
In this note we adopt the J. Andre construction to obtain a residual skewaffine plane at any point p of a miquelian Möbius or Minkowski plane of characteristic different from 2 as a group space (cf. Theorem 3.1). The base of the construction is the group of displacements associated with p, i.e. compositions of two symmetries with respect to circles through p. If the circles are tangent or have two common points the displacement is called a translation or a rotation respectively. Following the construction of a group space any circle not through p is the orbit of a point y under the subgroup of rotations with center x joinable to x and forms together with x the line of the residual skewaffine plane with basepoint x (denoted by x U y) (cf. Proposition 3.1). In a Minkowski plane we additionally get straight lines in case y is joinable to x. A class of parallel lines of the residual skewaffine plane is the orbit of a line under the subgroup of translations. In the last section we define the harmonic relation and give some applications of the residual skewaffine plane to characterizing pencils of circles of Möbius and Minkowski planes.
Preliminaries
Let V be a nonempty set elements of which are called points. Let 
We set G := U ieJ Qi, \p}i = E with x G E G Qi and [p] := \Jiej\p\i-A subset M c V is called joinable if VX e Q : \M n X\ < 1. A maximal joinable set of points is called a circle. It is easy to check that a subset C C V is a circle iff the following condition is satisfied: (N3) Every element X G Q intersects C in exactly one point.
Let (V,Q) be any structure satisfying axioms (Nl), (N2) and provided with a family C of circles. The structure M. = (V,C,Q, e) is a circle plane if Q contains at most two families of generators and the following axioms hold: For joinable points p, q and a circle K passing through p we define
and call them the parabolic pencil with vertex p and direction K and the hyperbolic pencil with vertices p, q respectively. For any set <S G C we define We remark that this is not true for hyperbolic and elliptic pencils: some stronger restrictions on the field are needed.
According to the general description of a geometry E(K, L) points of a miquelian Minkowski and Möbius geometry are elements of P(L) and C = {P(K) 7 | 7 <E PGL(2, L)}. It can be proved that any circle of a Möbius (Minkowski resp.) plane is the set 
,x
If we assume x = x' in axiom (T), then the axiom is called the affine Veblen condition (V). We will consider additional conditions for a skewaffine space:
(Pgm) Vx, y,z G X, {x, y, z}^3w G X: xUy || zUw A xU z || y U to, (Des) Vu, x,y,z G X, {u, x, y, z}^ : A group G acting on a set X is called normally transitive if G is transitive and G x \ G y ^ 0 for any x, y G X with x ^ y (G^ denotes the stabilizer of the point x with respect to G). For any group acting on a set X one can construct a group space V(G) = (X, U, ||) with
The following theorem will be the basis of our construction ([1, p. 5], cf. also [15, Proposition 6.5, p. 94]).
THEOREM 1.3. The group space V(G) with respect to a normally transitive group G is a desarguesian skewaffine space.
A more detailed discussion of the properties of the group space V(G) can be found in [15] .
A bijection 7 : X -> X is called an automorphism of a skewaffine plane S = (X, U, ||) with the set C of lines if the following axioms are satisfied:
is a dilatation of the skewaffine plane V(G) (cf. [1]).
The group of all dilatations of a skewaffine plane S will be denoted by Dil §. 
The group of displacements associated with a point of a Möbius or Minkowski plane
G := {S K o S L \ K, L G C, p G K
. For any point p of a Möbius or Minkowski plane the group G is normally transitive. The elements of G without fixed points (on V \ \p}) are translations. They form a transitive normal subgroup T < G.
We remark that the group G is of type IIIA in the Hering classification of automorphism groups of Möbius planes (cf. [7] ) and of type 17 of the analogous Klein-Kroll classification for Minkowski planes (cf. [9] , [10] ).
To get the analytical representation of the group G we assume that p = [1, 0] In the case K = R we get the groups of Euclidean and pseudoeuclidean rotations.
Residual plane of a Möbius or Minkowski plane
In the previous section we defined the normally transitive group G associated with any point p of a Möbius or Minkowski plane as a subgroup of (Aut M) v . Now we will investigate the group space V(G). PROPOSITION 
Proof. Let K be any circle such that p £ K and q := S(p). In the Minkowski case assume that 
